Tax Notes Research
Designed from the ground up with tax researchers in mind, our new and improved
tax research platform boasts many features accessible only to paid subscribers, including:

•
•
•
•
•

Quick links to significant recent federal tax law primary source documents
Summaries of many such documents to help contextualize their importance
A document comparison tool to make redlining a breeze
The ability to create alerts and save searches and to easily share those with others
Access to Tax Notes’ best-in-class news, commentary, and analysis

Document Summaries & Comparison Tool
Subscribers will see a document summary (1) on many primary source documents.
Subscribers will also see the Compare icon (2) on Treasury decisions.
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Recent Documents
Subscribers can quickly see the most significant recent documents on the Tax Notes Research homepage.

Locator Bar
Our Locator Bar tool helps you know where you are at all times while navigating long code sections
and regulations. The Copy Location button lets you copy and share your specific location with ease,
and the link takes you directly to the deep citation. (The Locator Bar and Copy Location features
are accessible to all users).
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Create Alerts and Save Searches
Subscribers can create alerts and save searches (and share them) from the search results page.

In addition to the above subscriber-only features, all federal tax primary source documents, including
the federal tax code and all final federal tax regulations, are freely accessible through Tax Notes
Research. Also included are our legislative history notes for the tax code, making it easy to see
changes in the law over time. Here are a few additional features:

•
•
•

Quickly jump to specific code sections
Expandable quick-navigation drawer includes all levels of the code
Resources and associated docs are on the same page as the code and regs text itself

Tax Notes Research is the latest chapter in our 50-year mission to shed light on tax policy and
administraঞon through aggressive, unbiased reporঞng and informed commentary from leaders
in the field.
Start researching now at taxnotes.com/research.
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